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	Build Your Own Database Driven Web Site Using PHP & MySQL, 9780980576818 (0980576814), SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2009

	
		Build Your own Database Driven Web Site Using PHP & MySQL is a practical hands-on guide to learning all the tools, principles and techniques needed to build a fully functional database-driven web site using PHP & MySQL.

	
		This book covers everything from installing PHP & MySQL under Windows, Linux, and Mac through to building a live web-based content management system.

	
		While this is essentially a beginners book, it also covers more advanced topics such as the storage of binary data in MySQL, and cookies and sessions in PHP. It comes complete with a set of handy reference guides for PHP & MySQL that include:

	MySQL syntax MySQL functions MysQL column types PHP functions for working with MySQL
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Frequency-Domain Analysis and Design of Distributed Control SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book presents a unified frequency-domain method for the analysis of distributed control systems. The following important topics are discussed by using the proposed frequency-domain method: (1) Scalable stability criteria of networks of distributed control systems; (2) Effect of heterogeneous delays on the stability of a network of...


		

Text Atlas of Podiatric DermatologyCRC Press, 2001


	For many years there has been a very positive link between podiatry and clinical dermatology, but unfortunately they largely

	remain apart in most medical cultures, both in training and in practice. Where they have begun to overlap in the clinical

	treatment of foot dermatological problems the benefits rapidly become obvious to those...

		

Bazaar Version ControlPackt Publishing, 2013

	Primarily written for those who are new to version control systems, this easy-to-follow guide to Bazaar will quickly make you an expert. From basic principles to creating plugins – it’s all here.


	Overview

	
		Gain an understanding of what version control is, and how you can benefit and effectively...






	

Power-Constrained Testing of VLSI Circuits (Frontiers in Electronic Testing)Springer, 2003

	Increased levels of chip integration combined with physical limitations of heat
	removal devices, cooling mechanisms and battery capacity, have established
	energy-efficiency as an important design objective in the implementation flow of
	modern electronic products. To meet these low energy objectives, new low
	power techniques, including...


		

JUNOS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
If you’re in charge of a network, you’re probably aware that the only time anyone notices the network is when it goes down. With JUNOS software and JUNOS For Dummies, a friendly book to help you set it up and manage the software, you might be able to start convincing your clients to believe in magic. Here’s the help you...

		

A Guide To The Project Management Body Of Knowledge (PMBOK Guides)Project Management Institute, 2004
Whether you are a senior executive or a project manager, it’s your job to help your organization grow and increase its value to its stakeholders. Project management is the unique organizational competency that manages change and drives competitive advantage—with the outcome of delivering results in line with corporate strategy. A...
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